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An Anonymous Gift in honor of those who have been inspired by the impassioned writings of James Baldwin
James Baldwin: Collected Essays

In honor of Daniel Aaron
Ralph Waldo Emerson: Collected Poems & Translations

Charles Ackerman
Richard Wright: Early Novels

Arthur F. and Alice E. Adams Foundation
Reporting World War II, Part II, in memory of Pfc. Paul Cauley Clark, U.S.M.C.
The Civil War: The Third Year Told By Those Who Lived It, in memory of William B. Warren

J. Aron Charitable Foundation
Richard Henry Dana, Jr.: Two Years Before the Mast & Other Voyages, in memory of Jack Aron
Reporting Vietnam: American Journalism 1959–1975, Parts I & II, in honor of the men and women who served in the War in Vietnam

Vincent Astor Foundation
Henry Adams: Novels: Mont Saint Michel, The Education, in honor of Brooke Astor

Matthew Bacho
H. P. Lovecraft: Tales

Bay Foundation and Paul Foundation
Henry James: Novels 1881–1886, in memory of Daniel A. Demarest

Frederick and Candace Beinecke
Edgar Allan Poe: Poetry & Tales
Edgar Allan Poe: Essays & Reviews

Frank A. Bennack Jr. and Mary Lake Polan
James Baldwin: Early Novels & Stories

The Berkley Family Foundation
American Speeches: Political Oratory from the Revolution to the Civil War
American Speeches: Political Oratory from Abraham Lincoln to Bill Clinton
The Civil War: The First Year Told By Those Who Lived It
The Civil War: The Second Year Told By Those Who Lived It
The Civil War: The Final Year Told By Those Who Lived It
W. E. B. Du Bois: Black Reconstruction (forthcoming)
Ralph Waldo Emerson: Selected Journals 1820–1842
Ralph Waldo Emerson: Selected Journals 1841–1877
War No More: Three Centuries of American Antiwar and Peace Writing
Mark Twain: The Tramp Abroad & Following the Equator
Laura Ingalls Wilder: The Little House Books, Volume 1, in honor of Marjorie Berkley
Laura Ingalls Wilder: The Little House Books, Volume 2, in honor of Lauren Berkley Saunders
Alexandra Mayes Birnbaum
*Sinclair Lewis: Main Street & Babbitt*, in memory of her parents, Herbert and Grace Mayes

James and Barbara Block
*John Dos Passos: USA*

Lynde and Harry Bradley Foundation
*Abraham Lincoln: Speeches & Writings 1832–1858*

Theodore & Celia Brandt (pledged bequest)
*William Faulkner: Novels 1930–1935
Eugene O’Neill: Collected Plays 1932–1943*

The Brown Family
*Wendell Berry: Port William Novels & Stories: The Civil War to World War II, in memory of Owsley Brown, II*

Benito Cachinero Sánchez & Deborah Gorman
*The Mark Twain Anthology*, in memory of Benito Cachinero Reina and Donald Gerald Gorman
*Ambrose Bierce: The Devil’s Dictionary, Tales, & Memoirs*

James J. Colt Foundation
*Mark Twain: The Innocents Abroad & Roughing It*

Joel Conarroe
*Philip Roth: Novels & Stories 1959–1962*

Dorothy and Lewis B. Cullman
*Nathaniel Hawthorne: Collected Novels*

D. Ronald Daniel
*Harriet Beecher Stowe: Three Novels*, in honor of his wife, Lise Scott

D. Ronald Daniel and Lise Scott
*Dawn Powell: Novels 1944–1962*

Emme & Jonathan Deland, Kate Levin & Mark di Suvero, Anna & Peter Levin, and Candace Wainwright
*Abigail Adams: Letters*, in honor of Phyllis Lee Levin

Emme Levin Deland and Candace Wainwright
*John Quincy Adams: Diaries 1779–1821*, in honor of Phyllis Lee Levin

Gladys Krieble Delmas Foundation
*Henry James: Travel Writings: The Continent Reporting World War II, Part I*

James H. Duffy
*Eudora Welty: Complete Novels*, in memory of Martha Duffy
*William Maxwell: Early Novels & Stories*, in honor of Sophia Duckworth Schachter
*Mary McCarthy: Novels & Stories 1942–1963*

Nancy Edwards
Jeanne Donovan Fisher
Henry James: Complete Stories 1874–1884, in memory of Richard B. Fisher

Gilder Lehrman Institute of American History and The Gilder Foundation
Slave Narratives

Giorgi Family Foundation
E. O. Wilson: Biophilia, The Diversity of Life, Naturalist

Gould Family Foundation
American Earth: Environmental Writing Since Thoreau
Rachel Carson: Silent Spring and Other Writings on the Environment
Loren Eiseley: Collected Essays on Evolution, Nature, and the Cosmos, Volume 1

Florence Gould Foundation
John Adams: Revolutionary Writings 1755–1775, in honor of James Grant
John Adams: Revolutionary Writings 1775–1783, in honor of James Grant
Paul Bowles: Collected Stories & Later Writings
The Unknown Kerouac: Rare, Unpublished & Newly Translated Writings
A. J. Liebling: World War II Writings
James Madison: Writings
Francis Parkman: France & England in North America, Volumes 1 and 2
Alexis de Tocqueville: Democracy in America
Barbara W. Tuchman: Guns of August, The Proud Tower

Roger and Susan Hertog
Alexander Hamilton: Writings

Roland and Paula (Heide) Hirsch

James R. Houghton
American Poetry: The Twentieth Century, Volume Two, in honor of the birthday of Maisie Houghton

Melissa Hubner (pledged bequest)
Women Crime Writers: Four Novels of the 1950s
Women Crime Writers: Four Novels of the 1940s

Geoffrey C. Hughes Foundation
Crime Novels: American Noir of the 1930s & 40s
Henry James: Complete Stories 1884–1891
Elmore Leonard: Four Novels of the 1970s, in honor of Walter Cliff
Elmore Leonard: Four Novels of the 1980s, in honor of Walter Cliff
Elmore Leonard: Four Later Novels, in honor of Walter Cliff
A. J. Liebling: The Sweet Science & Other Writings
Flannery O’Connor: Collected Works
Eugene O’Neill: Complete Plays 1913–1920
James Thurber: Writings & Drawings
Edmund Wilson: Literary Essays & Reviews of the 1920s & 30s
Edmund Wilson: Literary Essays & Reviews of the 1930s & 40s
Peter Taylor: The Complete Stories, Volumes 1 and 2
J. Lawrence and Rose Hughes
Raymond Chandler: Stories & Early Novels, in memory of Margaret Kelly Hughes
James Fenimore Cooper: Leatherstocking Tales, Volume 2, in memory of John C. Hughes
Shakespeare in America: An Anthology from the Revolution to Now, in memory of Herbert Alexander and Freeman Lewis

Evelyn and Michael Jefcoat
Eudora Welty: Stories, Essays, & Memoir

The Joyce and Seward Johnson Foundation and The India Blake Foundation
Ralph Waldo Emerson: Essays & Lectures, in memory of Milton Murat Horton

Peter H. & Joan M. Kaskell
Reinhold Niebuhr: Major Works on Religion and Politics, in memory of Joseph & Lilo Kaskell

Charles and Lucille King Family Foundation
Zora Neale Hurston: Novels & Stories, in memory of Diana King

Patricia and John Klingenstein
Henry James: Complete Stories 1898–1910

Sidney and Ruth Lapidus
American Antislavery Writings: Colonial Beginnings to Emancipation
The American Revolution: Writings from the Pamphlet Debate, Volumes 1 and 2
Thomas Paine: Collected Writings

Michael & Andrea Leven

Mimi Levitt
Paul Bowles: The Sheltering Sky, Let It Come Down, The Spider’s House, in memory of Mortimer Levitt

Leon Levy Foundation
Henry Adams: History of the United States During the Administrations of James Madison, in memory of Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan

Lilly Endowment
American Sermons: The Pilgrims to Martin Luther King Jr.

John Logan
Ray Bradbury: Novels & Story Cycles
James Fenimore Cooper: Two Novels of the American Revolution
Sinclair Lewis: Arrowsmith, Elmer Gantry, Dodsworth
Abraham Lincoln: Speeches & Writings 1859–1865
Herman Melville: Redburn, White-Jacket, Moby-Dick

James C. and Melissa A. March
Jack London: Novels & Stories
Mark Twain: Historical Romances

Nancy Abeles Marks
Louisa May Alcott: Little Women, Little Men, Jo’s Boys
Marianne McDonald
Eugene O'Neill: Complete Plays 1920–1931

McKinsey & Company
Theodore Roosevelt: Letters & Speeches, in honor of D. Ronald Daniel

Matthew & Monika McLennan
Kurt Vonnegut: Novels & Stories 1950–1962, in honor of Emilia McLennan

Deborah and Jason McManus/DJ McManus Foundation
American Poetry: The Twentieth Century, Volume 1, in memory of Eleanor Hall Murphy
Elizabeth Bishop: Poems, Prose, & Letters, in honor of Sophie McManus
Willa Cather: Later Novels, in honor of Linda McManus O’Callahan
F. Scott Fitzgerald: Novels & Stories 1920–1922, in memory of Augusta Gottlieb
Dashiell Hammett: Complete Novels, in memory of Brigid O’Hara Forster
William Bartram: Travels and Other Writings, in honor of Cheryl Hurley

Deborah, Sophie, and Mage McManus
Philip K. Dick: VALIS & Later Novels, in memory of Jason McManus

Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, in honor of John C. Whitehead
The Debate on the Constitution, Part I

Ingram Merrill Foundation, in memory of James Merrill
American Poetry: The Nineteenth Century, Volumes 1 and 2
Robert Frost: Collected Poems, Prose, & Plays
Wallace Stevens: Collected Poetry & Prose

Kevin Morris
John Updike: Collected Early Stories
John Updike: Collected Later Stories

Margaret T. Morris Foundation
John Muir: Nature Writings, in memory of Margaret T. Morris

Movado Group, Inc., Gedalio Grinberg, Chairman; Efraim Grinberg, President
George Washington: Writings

Edward John Noble Foundation, Inc.
Stephen Crane: Prose & Poetry

Rita R. Odom
Mark Twain: Collected Tales, Sketches, Speeches & Essays 1852–1890, in memory of Madeleine Hammett Bianca
Mark Twain: Collected Tales, Sketches, Speeches & Essays 1891–1910, in memory of Guy Roy Odom

Patricia and Donald Oresman
Sarah Orne Jewett: Novels & Stories

Joan Palevsky
Willa Cather: Early Novels & Stories
Edith Wharton: Novellas & Other Writings

Mary Carr Patton
The American Revolution: Writings from the War of Independence, in memory of James J. Patton
Edith Wharton: Collected Stories 1891–1910, in memory of Mary McKeen Patton
World War I and America: Told by the Americans Who Lived It

Peter G. Peterson Foundation
John Kenneth Galbraith: The Affluent Society & Other Writings 1952–1967, in honor of Peter G. Peterson

Richard Poirier
Henry James: Novels 1903–1911, in honor of Cheryl Hurley

Pritzker Military Museum & Library
Cornelius Ryan: The Longest Day, A Bridge Too Far

Devin Rambo
John Steinbeck: The Grapes of Wrath & Other Writings 1936–1941, in memory of Margrette-Anne Rambo

William S. Reese
John James Audubon: Writings & Drawings

Jerard P. Reilly
Jack London: Novels & Social Writings, in memory of Grace Eleanor Reilly
Herman Melville: Pierre, Israel Potter, The Piazza Tales, The Confidence-Man, Billy Budd, Uncollected Prose, in memory of Grace Eleanor Reilly

Jacqueline M. Rice
Dawn Powell: Novels 1930–1942

Walter E. Robb

William Rondina
Willa Cather: Stories, Poems, & Other Writings

Daniel and Joanna S. Rose
W.E.B. Du Bois: Writings, in honor of Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Director of the Hutchins Center for African and African American Research at Harvard University
Benjamin Franklin: Autobiography, Poor Richard, & Later Writings
Benjamin Franklin: Silence Dogood, The Busy-Body, & Early Writings

Daniel and Joanna S. Rose & Susan and Elihu Rose
Henry David Thoreau: A Week, Walden, The Maine Woods, Cape Cod, in memory of Frederick P. Rose

Susan and Elihu Rose Foundation
Mark Twain: Mississippi Writings

Helena Rubinstein Foundation
Edith Wharton: Novels

Fiona and Eric Rudin
Walt Whitman: Poetry & Prose, in memory of Jane Wild Howe
Jack and Susan Rudin  
_Ulysses S. Grant: Memoirs & Selected Letters_  
_Edith Wharton: Collected Stories 1911–1937_, in memory of Charles Ryskamp

Martin E. Segal  
_Thomas Jefferson: Writings_  
_Henry David Thoreau: Collected Essays & Poems_, in honor of Martin E. Segal

The Shiley Foundation  
_Tennessee Williams: Plays 1957-1980_, in honor of Darlene Marcos Shiley

Elizabeth W. Smith  
_Frances Hodgson Burnett: The Secret Garden, A Little Princess, Little Lord Fauntleroy_, in honor of her daughters, Hannah and Elizabeth  
_W. E. B. Du Bois: Black Reconstruction_ (forthcoming)  
_Frederick Law Olmsted: Writings on Landscape, Culture, and Society_, in honor of the Central Park Conservancy

Mr. & Mrs. Thomas W. Smith  
_The Debate on the Constitution, Part II_

Ronald P. Stanton  
_James Fenimore Cooper: Leatherstocking Tales_, vol. 1, for his children, Philip and Hedi Stanton  
_Theodore Roosevelt: The Rough Riders & An Autobiography_

Judy and Michael Steinhardt  
_Isaac Bashevis Singer: Collected Stories (A Friend of Kafka to Passions)_

Andrea Stillman, in memory of Mary Riepma Ross  
_Francis Parkman: The Oregon Trail, The Conspiracy of Pontiac_

The Julien J. Studley Foundation  
_Philip Roth: Novels 1967–1972_

Tebil Foundation  
_Raymond Chandler: Later Novels & Other Writings_, in memory of William K. Jacobs, Jr.  
_Dashiell Hammett: Crime Stories & Other Writings_, in memory of William K. Jacobs, Jr.

The Towles Family  
_Art in America 1945–1970: Writings from the Age of Abstract Expressionism, Pop Art, and Minimalism_, in memory of Stokely Towles

Jeanette Sarkisian Wagner  
_The Lincoln Anthology: Great Writers on His Life and Legacy from 1860 to Now_, in honor of her 80th birthday

Paul Alexander Wagner  
_Mark Twain: The Gilded Age & Later Novels_, in honor of his 90th birthday

Candace Drake Wainwright,  

The Sidney J. Weinberg, Jr. Foundation  
_Thornton Wilder: Collected Plays & Writings on Theater_
Robert W. Wilson

Gertrude Stein: Writings 1903–1932
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